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Letter 568
“Let Me Be Your First Stop”
2017-01-29
Dear Jesus,
Saturday 28 January 2017, 6AM.
Yesterday when I was waking up I heard You say these words to me:

"

“LET ME BE YOUR FIRST STOP”

I thought about this at work, and You said that by the end of the day it would be automatic.
Then, about two hours or so into the work-shift I was led my the Lord Holy Spirit to declare
that I would make You my Jirst stop for everything. After that it did indeed become
automatic, so I don’t even have to think about it. It now just happens. While I knew what
You were saying when You said it, and all that it meant, it seems to be a little too big to try
to explain in depth in this Letter.
In brief, it means that every question I might have about anything I bring to You Jirst before
anything else. Even it I think I already know the answer.
And as I think about what to write, I am reminded about what was said between Dan and I
when I laid my hands on him and prayed over him at my job at (G11), saying that:

"

“…JESUS KNOWS EXACTLY AND PRECISELY WHAT HE’S DOING.”

So I think that the actualization of this Word is more of those two things; exactness and
precision. Time will tell and reveal the fulness of what You said to me.
Thank You Jesus.
P. S. This also reminds me of something that Dr. Chuck Missler once said in one of his Bible
Studies: words to the effect that if anything seemed too unusual or difJicult to understand in
the Scriptures, “put Jesus right in the middle of it…”.
P. P. S. I now remember something else You said in a dream I once had which is very similar.
You said in the dream that:

"

“I’M THE ONE THAT CAN MAKE “RHYME OR REASON” OUT OF THIS MESS”

One thing I was never clear about, was that if You said in the dream “rhyme or reason:, OR
“rhyme NOR reason”. I don’t think it matters, because You can Jix the mess either way.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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